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Wide implementation of the communication networks in Industrial Control Systems (ICS)
increases their vulnerability towards malicious attacks, which could cause potential devastating
results. ICS use different control and network systems to monitor and control critical
infrastructures through real-time monitoring to detect abnormal behaviors of the system.
Unfortunately, traditional Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are mainly developed to support IT
systems and are often not applicable in industrial environments. The main goal of this thesis is to
analyze network traffic and sensory measurements in real- ICS and use different learning-based
techniques to detect and locate cyber-attacks. To do so, several learning-based models, including
an ensemble deep learning-based cyber-attack detection algorithm for imbalanced ICS datasets as
well as a self-tuning and scalable deep learning and classification models for cyber-attack location
identification, are proposed. The performance of the proposed models is evaluated using two real
ICS datasets. The results show that the proposed models outperform state-of-the-art works in the
literature, in f1-score, accuracy, and Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC).
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1. Introduction
The increasing number of security incidents in Industrial Control Systems (ICS) is largely due to
the rapid development of digitized systems without security in mind [1] [2]. Historically, ICS has
been isolated from public networks, using proprietary software architectures and communication
protocols less vulnerable to cyber-attacks. Today, ICS manufacturers are progressively using
standard communication protocols with off-the-shelf software to install remote connection
instruments that enable off-duty management and achieve near-unmanned operations [3]. As such,
ICS facilities are now more susceptible to internal and external cyber-attacks.
Critical infrastructure facilities include power, water, oil and gas distribution systems, which
control smaller industrial systems, such as airports, railway stations, and production companies [4]
[5] [6]. Nowadays, critical infrastructures utilize cyber-physical systems that integrate Internet of
Things (IoT) to allow communication and interaction between different objects and systems to
make them accessible and interactive globally [7] [8]. Although IoT technologies offer many
benefits to ICS but the opportunities it gives to hackers, and cybercriminals are also immense [9].
A successful cyber-attack in critical infrastructure can damage the health and safety of people,
damage industrial processes, and cause financial losses [3]. A timetable demonstrating cyberattacks of critical infrastructure facilities since 2010 is shown in figure 1. One of the famous cyberattacks was in 2010, where Stuxnet targeted Iranian nuclear enrichment centrifuges, causing severe
damage to their equipment [10] [11]. This was possible through mounting zero-day exploits on a
USB drive and injecting malicious into Siemens PLCs to spin centrifuges at their normal
frequencies, resulting in a much higher wear rate than expected [10]. In the meantime, the malware
forges the sensor outputs to cover the operators ' attack. This early attack has exposed ICS’s
security vulnerabilities and the potential risks of cyber-attacks on critical infrastructure facilities.
In 2015, another cyber-attack by the name of Black-Energy was used to target Ukraine's power
grids, causing a massive power outage that impacted about 230,000 people [12].
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Figure 1: Overview of ICS cyber-attacks in the past 10 years.
A series of major cyber-attacks occurred from 2016-2017, where a hack of Shamoon's first
version was employed along with a StoneDrill malware [13]. Another major cyber-attack took
place in 2018, where three U.S. gas pipeline firms announced an alleged shutdown of electronic
communication systems for multiple days [14]. In December of that same year, Siapem, an Italian
oil, and gas company reported falling victim to a cyberattack that targeted Saipem’s servers located
in the Middle East, India, Scotland, and Italy [13]. After Saipem released its statement, Symantec
found evidence of similar attacks on two more oil and gas companies in Saudi Arabia and UAE
alongside Filerase malware [13]. In 2018, the Kaspersky Lab indicated that malicious cyber
activities and security incidents against their industrial critical infrastructure facilities have
increased by almost half in the past decade. [15].
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1.1 Motivation
ICS incorporating IoT technologies are almost always connected to the internet to provide instant
feedback, which causes potential cyber threats to the safety and security of critical infrastructure
facilities. Considering the complexity of industrial facilities, current anomaly detection methods
in ICS adopt mature Information Technology (IT) techniques. Also, many of the proposed research
prototypes are only theoretical, tested within a limited simulation model, or have an experimental
validation in a real system for a limited time [16]. Such a short validation may not allow proper
verification of the underlying assumptions used for the security monitoring system, nor
demonstrate its effectiveness [17]. While the security concerns of critical infrastructures have
already been considered in the IT community, narrow work has been piloted to build security
solutions that are specific to ICS and Operation Technology (OT) environments [18] [19]. Due to
the differences between the nature and characteristics of IT and OT systems, these attacks mostly
remain invisible to the traditional IT security measures such as Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
and anti-viruses. Also, the communication protocols used by ICS (e.g., Modbus/DNP3 [20] and
IEC standards [21]) are not adequately secured by traditional IDS. Therefore, strong security
mechanisms are required to be designed explicitly for OT and ICS to defend such attacks and to
protect the critical infrastructures.
Moreover, most of the proposed techniques are only evaluated using balanced datasets,
which lack the standard representation of the imbalanced data in the ICS environment. Besides,
most of the existing work in literature counts vastly on predefined methods to notice abnormal
behaviors, demanding an enormous amount of human work at the initial phase. Such methods are
only trained on specific attacks and therefore are not able to detect unseen (zero-day) attacks [22]
[10] [23] [24], as well as having either low detection rates or high false positive issues [25] [10]
[17]. In addition, current IDS techniques are typically personalized for explicit systems and
protocols, which has a shortage of adequate generalization [26]. To overcome the abovementioned drawbacks, we propose a deep learning-based attack detection technique, which
extracts a new representation from the raw imbalanced datasets, for reliable and accurate attack
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detection with low false positive in highlight imbalanced ICS environment. Additionally, we
propose a deep learning-based approach to identify the location of an attack in ICS to prevent
cascading failures and increased downtime.

1.2 Objectives
The objective of this project is to develop a deep learning-based method that detects cyber-attacks
in ICS, classify them and identify the location of the attack. This is done by analyzing imbalanced
datasets from real-world ICS using supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms to detect and
classify these attacks. The main components of the proposed method are the acquisition of data,
generation of new data representation, detection of anomalies, and classification of known
anomalies to the system. The proposed method could be deployed in current ICS to protect
infrastructure facilities from future malicious attacks and prevent cascading failures that could
harm industrial equipment.

1.3 Contributions
•

Contribution 1: Ensemble Deep Learning-based Cyber-Attack Detection Algorithm for
Imbalanced ICS Datasets

One of the major problems in cybersecurity of ICS is handling imbalanced datasets. Practically,
the ratio of the attack to normal data is small, which leads to inaccurate detection with a high falsepositive rate. Most of the existing work in the literature ignores this fact and only use balanced
datasets to train their algorithm. Confronting these concerns, in this contribution, we propose a
generalized ensemble deep learning method for cyber-attack detection in ICS, which is evaluated
on different real ICS datasets. The proposed deep learning model consists of an ensemble of Stacked
Autoencoders (SAE) that learn new representations from imbalanced datasets. Then, new
representations from each SAE are passed to a Deep Neural Network (DNN) via super vector and
concatenated using a fusion activation vector. Finally, a Decision Tree (DT) is used, as a binary
classifier, to detect attacks from the newly merged representations. Experiments show that the
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proposed model outperforms the existing approaches even though fewer malicious instances are
used. The main contributions of the proposed method can be listed as follows:
1. Developing a deep representation learning model to construct new balanced
representations. The new representations increased the attack detection accuracy and
robustness (f-score) in an imbalanced environment.
2. Increasing the detection accuracy and reducing the false positive rate by developing an
ensemble deep learning algorithm based on DNN and DT classifiers to detect cyber-attacks
from the new representations.
3. Developing a generalized model that can be used in different critical infrastructure facilities
with minimum changes in the existing system. The proposed framework uses self-learning
methods which can be easily trained to detect cyber-attack in new ICS environment.
•

Contribution 2: A Two-Stage Self-Tuning Cyber-Attacks Location Identification
Approach for Critical Infrastructure

The integration of communications network and Internet of Things (IoT) in today’s critical
infrastructures facilitates intelligent and online monitoring of these systems. Although
digitalization of critical infrastructure brings tremendous advantages and opportunities for remote
access and control, it significantly increases the vulnerability towards cyber-attacks. Efficient and
proper detection and localization of cyber-attack is paramount for reliable and secure operation of
the critical infrastructure. Current multiclass IDS techniques are typically personalized for explicit
systems and protocols, which has a shortage of adequate generalization. Also, efficient feature
construction from imbalanced datasets has been least considered in the studies, which, though, is
of countless benefits to identify and recognize unconventional persistent attack locations.
Confronting these concerns, for our second contribution, we propose a deep learning-based
cyberattack detection and location identification system for critical infrastructure:
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1. Developing a scalable Process Multi-layer Autoencoders (PMAE) and Components Multilayer Autoencoders (CMAE) models to construct new representations from large-scale
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) environments, with complex datasets,
and enhance the location identification robustness (f-score).

2. Increasing the attack localization accuracy while reducing the false-positive rate through
Process Convolutional Deep Neural Networks (P-CDNN) and Components Convolutional
Deep Neural Networks (C-CDNN) models for processes and components of SCADA systems,
respectively.

3. Develop a self-tuning Process Principle Component Analysis Decision Tree (P-PCADT)
and Component Principle Component Analysis Decision Tree (C-PCADT) models, for all
processes and physical components, in various critical infrastructure SCADA systems with
minimal changes in existing models to improve the location classification in new
environments.

1.4 Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
•

Chapter 2: Defines various background aspects of industrial control systems and provides an
overview of SCADA system architecture. This chapter also demonstrates background
information on cyber threats against ICS and machine learning cyber-attack classification
techniques.

•

Chapter 3: Provides a review of literature relevant to security in ICS using journal studies and
reputable conference papers. It begins by demonstrating the evolution of security threats
against ICS. Then, it delves into state-of-the-art cyber-attack detection and identification
methods. Finally, this chapter identifies some of the research gaps and vulnerabilities to current
ICS solutions and in this field of literature.

•

Chapter 4: Summarizes the methodology and framework behind each proposed contribution.
It discusses the binary and multiclass ensemble deep learning attack detection and
identification algorithms, respectively.
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•

Chapter 5: Includes datasets and metrics to be used, an experimental setup of the model, data
processing techniques used and finally model testing and training of the proposed
contributions.

•

Chapter 6: Presents the results and a discussion of the findings as well as an investigation of
network traffic and energy consumption. This chapter also provides an evaluation of our
proposed algorithms using performance metrics along with a comparison of current state of the
art techniques.

•

Chapter 7: Provides a conclusion to the outcomes addressed in the previous chapters with
recommended ideas that enhance future research of anomaly detection in ICS.
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2. Background
2.1 Industrial Control Systems
ICS consist of industrial instruments and communication networks used to track and operate
physical equipment. A standard ICS mainly consists of a control and network layer. The control
layer includes a controlled loop using sensors, actuators and controllers such as PLCs. The network
layer involves multiple communication protocols that carry information to and from HMI stations
to process the data and manipulate certain controlled processes [2]. Figure 2 shows a notional
topology of an industrial control system.

Figure 2: Notion topology of industrial control systems
ICS are designated to obtain physical measurements and operational information from the
control domain and share it with the network domain to make decisions based on the observed
events and issue commands to the controlled equipment. Such decisions are essential since they
provide process control commands to turn on or off power switches, open or close hydraulic
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valves, change engine speeds or shut down engines during emergencies [27]. Though such
processes are routine, they are critical in industrial applications since any undetected faults can
trigger accidents that could lead to catastrophic financial loss, severe health effects, or
environmental impacts. There are two main layers in ICS, including:
2.1.1 Control Layer
The control components are standalone components that operate discreetly in an ICS domain at a
predefined point of the process [28]. These components, in terms of their relation to ICS, are
further summarized as follows:
•

ICS Field Devices: Field devices are sensors, transducers, actuators and machines attached
controllers using either a digital or analogue I / O configuration and executing the controls’
instructions [28]. Depending on the measurements obtained, they are compared to different set
points in order to improve process performance. Updated Instructions are then communicated
to field devices via industrial protocols to apply different control processes.

•

Remote Terminal Unit (RTU): A Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) is a microprocessor that
controls various sensors and electronic devices involved in physical processes [28]. An RTU
will collect, store data from field devices, and release them for further analysis when required
by the control center. RTUs can be divided into two groups, RTU station and RTU area. The
concept between the two is very similar. All collect data from different sensors and use these
inputs to execute programmed instructions [28] [29].

•

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC): A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is a builtin device capable of automating and monitoring industrial equipment [30] This is achieved by
reading inputs from lower devices, performing predefined actions using orders from higherlevel controller commands, and returning the signal to lower devices for certain actions [28].
A PLC typically consists of a processor along with programmable memory, different input and
output channels, and communication interfaces [31]. PLCs are useful because they are
involved in operations that monitor the safety of a process, for extended periods, without
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human intervention. This can be considered as a security risk due to continuous interface
communication between the PLC and network.
•

Intelligent Electronic Devices (IED): An Intelligent Electronic Device (IED) is any system
that contains one or more processors capable of receiving or sending data from and to an
external source, such as electronic programmable meters, digital relays, and controllers [32].
IEDs can be controlled by either RTU or the control center at the field level to provide power,
protection, tracking, and other communication functions.

•

Human Machine Interface (HMI): This refers to users who can manually interfere with
automation processes to perform certain actions. Such actions are usually presented in a touch
panel, and some parameters are changed by the user to override the mechanism and perform
the necessary actions.

2.1.2 Network Layer
The network components are essential as they provide data and control commands to be issued by
the physical components of an ICS. These components include [33]:
•

Route and Switch: A router is responsible for connecting and transferring data between two
different stations where a switch connects devices that are located within the same station [28].

•

Firewall: A firewall is a network-based protective device that uses originally designed policies
to screen out hazardous traffic and provide data to make analysis reports.

•

Modem: A modem is a device implemented to connect two different stations via a public
telephone line.

•

Remote Access Points: The remote access point is a device that allows remote access facilities
to be connected by the operator.

•

Fieldbus Network: A Fieldbus network links a PLC with other controllers and sensors to
remove drawbacks between the controller and its controlled devices via point-to-point wiring
[28].
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2.2 Standard ICS Model
A standard model of ICS consists of different sub-systems depending on the function and location
of infrastructure. ICS models include common systems, such as process control, security
instrumented, distributed control, construction automation and SCADA [28]. These systems are
essential for an ICS model to run effectively and maintain its security.
2.2.1 SCADA System Architecture
To narrow the scope of this research, we will be analyzing the cyber and physical domain in a
SCADA system’s structure. Most of the critical infrastructures in SCADA systems are used to
manage distributed assets where the centralized acquisition of data is just as critical as control [34]
[35]. Such technologies are used in critical infrastructure facilities, including water, oil, and gas
distribution systems, wastewater collection systems, and public transportation power and
transmission systems. The purpose of data acquisition and transmission systems, along with HMI
software is to provide a centralized monitoring and control system for numerous input and output
processes [27] [35]. This is done by gathering field information and transferring it to a computer
facility that geographically and textually displays the information to the operator. Depending on
the complexity and configuration of the individual system, it can be automatic to control any
specific operation, process, or function, or it can be carried out by operator commands. A general
configuration of a SCADA system and its components is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3: ICS standard operation analysis model
A standard SCADA system largely consists of three individual sub-systems, including a
remote station, primary center, and a regional center. These sub-systems communicate with one
another through a Wide-area Networks (WANs), Local-area Networks (LANs), or radio telemetry.
The primary center gathers data from field instruments, engineering workstations, and data
historians to assign new set points and track the system's activities to identify existing and
upcoming anomalies. Instructions are then sent to remote control stations to track telemetry from
field devices, such as sensors, valves, pumps, and actuators [27]. Field devices are often fitted with
remote access to allow remote diagnostics and repairs by technicians on a separate modem or
WAN link. The regional center supervises standard and proprietary communication protocols
between the other two systems and handles serial and network communication using telemetry
methods such as telephone line, cable, fiber, and radio frequency such as television, microwave,
and satellite communication [27] .
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2.3 Cyber Threats Against ICS
2.3.1 Classification of Cyber Attacks
ICS are almost always connected to the internet to provide instant feedback, and that causes a
potential threat to the safety and security of critical infrastructures. In order to effectively
understand ICS cyber-attacks, [17] classified them into five different categories shown in figure 4.
Buffer Overflow

Integrity
False Data Injection

Cyber Attacks in ICS

Availability

Denial of Service

Confidentiality

Reconnaissance
Unauthorized access

Authentication
Man In Middle
Directory Traversal

Authorization
Backdoor

Figure 4: Overview of ICS cyber-attacks.

2.3.1.1 Integrity Attacks
•

Buffer overflow Attacks: The attacker aims to inject large data beyond the defined buffer
capacity, which causes additional bits to overflow, encrypting other buffers, and alter their
values. Normally this is caused by poor input type or size validation processes that cause the
system to be unstable or even crash [17]. Additionally, supervisory control field devices in ICS
run continuously and may not be rebooted for long periods, making them more vulnerable to
cumulative memory loss.

•

False Data Injection Attacks: These attacks involve intruders who attempt to execute
malicious commands or inject harmful data into the network, such as Structured Query
Language (SQL) queries to manipulate or damage the database server. This attack exploits the
weakness of ICS due to the lack of accurate input data validation techniques provided by the
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user [10] [17] [36]. Since the main function of ICS is to collect and store information, these
attacks can alter control commands and disrupt normal operations, which may cause serious
financial damage to industrial operations.
2.3.1.2 Availability Attacks
•

Denial of Service (DoS) Attacks: the intruder target PLCs connected to HMI stations to
damage operating processes by sending random packets to the target node at a high rate to
make the target unresponsive [37]. In general, a DoS attack is conducted by an attacker who is
connected to the network using SYN flood (half-open attack) or Hyper Text Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) against a server. SYN attacks consist of constant fake synchronization requests to
make a server unavailable against legitimate traffic where HTTP attacks are either GET or
POST requests to keep the target's Web server busy and non-responsive to normal traffic [37].
These attacks make it difficult to monitor ICS, particularly if the communication in the network
is overcrowded. Hence, the main purpose of DoS attacks is to disrupt the availability of the
network and prevent legitimate users from accessing specific services.

2.3.1.3 Authentication Attacks
•

Unauthenticated access: This attack is a result of poor authentication protocols in ICS
systems since they run continuously and autonomously. Staff may not frequently change their
usernames and passwords and use default inputs to make it easier to remember [38]. Brute
force techniques may be utilized to record a user’s input [37]. In addition, phishing attacks
have been commonly carried out to gather ICS operators ' credentials, and if the attacker figures
out these credentials, he will abuse his access and execute other types of attacks [39] [40].

•

Man-in-the-middle: In this attack, the hacker scans out several communication networks to
compromise messages between two nodes, resulting in false communication between devices
because they think they still speak directly to each other. For example, the attacker can send
malicious commands to the PLC actuators or send false sensor responses to the PLC to discard
and exploit messages [37]. Most encryption techniques can prevent this type of attack.
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2.3.1.4 Confidentiality Attacks
•

Reconnaissance Attacks: Intruders in this attack try to get access to information from the ICS
networks, such as IP addresses, security policies, and host information to map the network
architecture and run exploits against vulnerable devices [17]. This is done by using sniffers
that analyze the ongoing network traffic to gather information about the elements of the
network and their status [37]. This attack is considered passive since attackers are very careful
with injecting malicious traffic to the network to remain silent [41]. While this attack may not
be deemed serious, the attacker is constantly exposed to network information, which makes it
very difficult to detect.

2.3.1.5 Authorization Attacks
•

Directory traversal Attacks: In this attack, the intruder tries to access restricted directories
due to poor directory listing control and inadequate validation mechanisms [37]. Consequently,
enabling the attacker to tamper with sensitive files and download private documents from
network protocols, thereby jeopardizing the confidentiality of ICS as well.

•

Backdoor Attacks: This refers to the intruder having an alternative way to log into the system,
reach all data, and execute commands through the help of an insider. Therefore, it is very
difficult to detect these types of attacks once they are executed since they give the attacker
complete access to the system.
The main attacks addressed in this study involve integrity attacks, such as False Data

Injection (FDI) and availability attacks, such as Denial of Service (DoS). In FDI attacks, an
attacker executes the attack by injecting false data into the system shown in the equation below:
𝑦̃ = 𝑦 + 𝛼 𝜊 𝑦 𝑎

(3)

where 𝑦̃ denotes the observation, 𝑦 is the true sensor measurement, 𝜊 is the element-wise
multiplication and 𝛼 is the sensor-selection vector described below:
𝑆𝛼 ≜ {𝛼𝜖ℝ𝑚 : 𝛼𝑖 = 0 𝑜𝑟 1, ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 = 𝑓}
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(4)

where the node 𝑖 is chosen as a malicious node and 𝛼𝑖 equals 1. Typically, the intruder can exploit
up to 𝑓 of 𝑚 sensors to fully inject false data into the system.
Alternatively, DoS attacks include measurement (packet) loss with two main types of
modeling, including Bernoulli distribution [42] and Markov model [43] [44]. The attacker usually
initiates 𝑑 consecutive DoS attacks which may result in successive loss of packets (𝑑) [45] as
described below:
𝜇𝑘 (𝑖) = {

1
0

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝜇𝑘 (𝑖) = 1) = 𝑃𝑠 (𝜇𝑘 (𝑖) = 0). 𝑃𝑠 (𝜇𝑘 (𝑖) = 1) ≜ 𝜌. (1 − 𝜌)

(5)
(6)

where 𝜇𝑘 ∈ ℝ1×(𝑑+1) is the measurement vector state matrix, 𝜇𝑘 (𝑖) denotes the element 𝑖 in the
state transmission matrix and 𝜌𝜖(0,1) is the probability of losing packets. Consequently,
measurement data received under DoS attacks by the state estimator can be expressed in the
following matrix:
𝜇𝑘 (1) × 𝓏𝑘
× 𝓏𝑘−1 ]
𝓏𝑘̀ = [ 𝜇𝑘 (2)⋯
𝜇𝑘 (𝑑 + 1) × 𝓏𝑘−𝑑

(7)

where 𝓏𝑘̀ is equal to the measurement data gathered from DoS attacks.

2.4 Machine Learning Classification Techniques
Machine learning classification techniques have recently shown to be very useful in detecting and
identifying many ICS cyber threats [46]. In this research, a variety of ML techniques are used to
detect attacks and identify their type in critical infrastructure facilities. This section outlines the
algorithms used in this research.
2.4.1 Decision Tree Classifier
Decision trees are supervised learning algorithms in which a tree data structure is created to
classify certain cases, where each case is described by a set of symbolic values [47]. A decision
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tree is constructed from a root node, which is then dividend into sub-sets contain similar value
instances involves partitioning the data into subsets that contain similar functions. Iterative
Dichotomiser 3 (ID3) is a classification algorithm that applies a greedy approach to building a
decision tree by selecting the best feature that yields minimum Entropy (H) [48]. Entropy is the
measure of the amount of uncertainty present in dataset S, as shown in the following equation:
𝐻(𝑆) = ∑𝑐𝑖=1 −𝑝𝑖 (𝑐) log2 𝑝𝑖 (𝑐)

(8)

where 𝑐 is the set of classes in a dataset and 𝑝𝑖 (𝑐) is the proportional number of elements in class
𝑐 to the elements in dataset 𝑆.
2.4.2 Random Forest Classifier
Random forest classifier is a tree-based ensemble classifier that combines many decision trees to
reduce the risk of overfitting. This algorithm applies a general technique called bagging, where
random samples are replaced in each training set to fit the decision tree [24]. The main difference
between Random Forest and Decision Tree classifiers is that only a subset of features is selected
randomly, with all features being used to split each node in a tree.

2.4.3 AdaBoost Classifier
Adaptive Boosting or AdaBoost is a supervised machine learning algorithm designed to boost
weak learners, represented in the following equation:
𝑓𝑇 (𝑥) = ∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)

(9)

where 𝑓𝑡 is a weak learner that takes an object 𝑥 as input and returns a value representing the class
of the object where the output sign of the weak learner determines the predicted object class.
AdaBoost is an iterative algorithm that assigns weights to each observation making it difficult to
learn observations [24]. During each iteration, a weak learner is trained to learn observations by
assigning higher weights to relevant observation parameters and lower weights to simpler ones.
This process goes on until the algorithm is done addressing all observations correctly, which
reduces to the computational efficiency of the algorithm.
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2.4.4 Deep Learning
Deep neural networks (DNN) aim to learn features hierarchically where features of higher status
are formed by the composition of lower status features [49] [50]. DNN algorithms adapt
representation learning of features at different weights, which allows the model to learn more
complex systems directly from data, without depending on human-crafted features. Therefore,
DNN can solve problems with feature selection by introducing newly learned representations that
are represented in terms of other more straightforward representations, thereby simplifying
complex industrial protocols [49] [50].
2.4.5 Stacked Autoencoders
Stacked Autoencoders (SAE) are used to effectively predict cyber-attacks by learning a new
representation from complex imbalanced ICS datasets. SAEs are multiple Autoencoders (AE)
with deep structures that can determine nonlinear patterns through hierarchical feature learning.
An AE is a neural network that consists of an input, hidden, and an output layer to get the output
as close to the input as possible before encoding to minimize the reconstruction error and optimize
the parameters of the network [51]. The input sample 𝑥𝑖 in a sample set 𝑋 corresponding to the
hidden layer is represented in the following equation:
ℎ𝑖 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 ) = 𝜎(𝑊1 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏1 )

(10)

where W and b represent the weight matrix of neurons and bias vector of all neurons between the
input and hidden layers respectively, and 𝜎 is a function of the hidden layer. An AE uses a gradient
descent algorithm, when there is a small difference between the decoded and original data, to
obtain the characteristics of the input data and minimize the loss function [51]. During the training
process, the networks define their parameters by using greedy layer-wise training. This is done by
training each layer before starting the following one. After the training phase, the AE can be finely
tuned using the labeled information and backpropagation algorithm [52].
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2.4.6 Data Classification Techniques
2.4.6.1 Binary Classification
Binary classification techniques are used to identify normal samples form attack ones. One of the
most well-known techniques for binary classification is perceptron, which operates by assigning
weights to incoming connections. At each iteration 𝑡, the binary classifier receives incoming
samples (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡 ), where 𝑥𝑡 ∈ ℝd is a 𝑑 −dimensional vector representing the data, and 𝑦𝑡 is the
class label. For binary classification, 𝑦𝑡 ∈ {−1,1}. This is done through taking the dot product of
each incoming 250 value with a weight at each learning round, and then checks whether the
weights are above or below a certain threshold [53] [54]. It compares the predicted label 𝑦̂𝑡 =
sin (𝑤𝑡 ⋅ 𝑥𝑡 ) with the true label 𝑦𝑡 ∈ {−1,1}, where 𝑤𝑡 is the weight vector. The maximum
margin learning principle is an improvement to the perceptron method in which it refers to the
term 𝑦𝑡 (𝑤𝑡 ⋅ 𝑥𝑡 ) as the signed margin [55] [56]. The algorithm performs well if the margin values
are constantly positive. If it achieves a margin of less than 1 it will suffer an instant loss known as
the feature Hinge-loss function [55] illustrated in the following equation:
𝑙 = (𝑤; 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡 ) = max (0,1 − 𝑦𝑡 (𝑤 ⋅ 𝑥𝑡 ))

(11)

2.4.6.2 Multiclass Classification
Intrusion detection systems often need multiclass discrimination of attack types. Multiclass
classifiers operate similarly to the binary classifier where incoming data samples are presented by
(𝑥1 , 𝑦1 ) … (𝑥𝑇 , 𝑦𝑇 ). The true label, therefore, has more than two odd inputs 𝑦𝑡 ∈ {1, … , 𝑘} where
𝑘 ≥ 3 [54]. Multiclass models, unlike binary classifiers, use matrix 𝑊[𝑘 × 𝑑] where the number
of rows is equal to the number of classes. The weight 𝑊 matrix can be represented by:
𝑤1
𝑤2
𝑊=[ ⋮ ]
𝑤𝑘

(12)

given an input 𝑥𝑡 , the multiclass classifier can simply predict labels as the index associated with
the largest prediction value [57]. Once a prediction is obtained, the classifier measures the loss
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basing on the true label 𝑦𝑡 and highest-ranked irrelevant label [54] [58], then updates the model
parameter 𝑊accordingly as shown below:
𝑙𝑚𝑐 = (𝑊; 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡 ) = max (0,1 − (𝑊𝑡,𝑦𝑡 ⋅ 𝑥𝑡 − max 𝑊𝑡,𝑖 ⋅ 𝑥𝑡 )

(13)

2.5 Summary
This chapter explains the background necessary to understand the remainder of the thesis. It begins
by introducing industrial control systems with an overview of model structure, then classifies
attacks of ICS in critical infrastructure environments. Finally, the chapter discusses the machine
learning classification techniques used in this research to handle imbalanced datasets for the
purpose of attack detection.
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3. Literature Review
This chapter presents an overview of related work performed by other researchers who proposed
anomaly detection techniques for ICS. Surveys of various recent articles and papers about the field
of ICS are collected in this section. These papers are chosen based on multiple parameters,
including paper content, citation validity, relevance to anomaly identification of ICS, and datadriven methods.

3.1 Evolution of Security Risks Against ICS
The evolution of ICS has witnessed the fusion of the OT domain with the IT. Current ICS have
evolved through integrating IT security techniques into existing ICS. Historically, OT were mainly
optimized for specific productions within industrial facilities. Due to the constant need to enhance
cost efficiency, many manufacturing processes have begun to integrate general IT solutions in
order to achieve a wider process monitoring communication device within an ICS [28] [59]. This
has shown cost, performance improvement and resulted in many of today's "smart" innovations
such as smart electrical grid, smart transportation, and smart manufacturing [60] [61]. While this
enhances ICS processes’ accessibility and credibility, it also creates a greater need to upgrade
security approaches and strategies of ICS.
3.1.1 Security Challenges
Even though ICS has many similarities across different critical infrastructure facilities, certain
functions vary in industrial processes. The hardware, software, and human elements involved in
the network process are characterized differently by several industrial processes, ranging from IT
to OT sectors. There are multiple parameters that are crucial to better understand security
challenges against security risks of ICS. Such parameters include:
•

Hierarchy: ICS are used to provide a central location that can aggregate data from multiple
locations to support control decisions based on the current state of the system. Often a
hierarchical/centralized control is used to provide human operators with a comprehensive view
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of the entire system, which makes it easier for intruders to gain full access to the system through
certain attacks.
•

System Complexity: Industrial controllers, such as PLCs, RTUs, and Distributed Control
Systems (DCS), are complex systems utilized in ICS to manage the lifecycle of industrial
equipment and processes. Many of these controllers may not demand verification from those
who try to access them and change their state. This enables network-access intruders to have
full control of the industrial process, which endangers the industrial environment. Therefore,
complex systems require human intervention to ensure appropriate control actions and meet
the security objectives of an ICS.

•

Lack of Visibility and Control: Although ICS networks were developed before cybersecurity
threats, security was not the main factor in implementation. Current ICS still lack the visibility
and security controls common in corporate IT networks where many security protocols,
automated asset management, or configuration controls are not utilized [62]. Therefore, it is
difficult to implement security measures to protect ICS without truly understanding which
devices are in the network, the software they run, code, and logic they deploy and vulnerable
configurations to each of them.

•

Securing Communication Protocols: ICS networks interact with each other using different
communication protocols. Standard protocols like Modbus, Distributed Network Protocol
Version 3 (DNP3), and BACnet are being utilized by network layer systems (e.g., HMI,
SCADA, and DCS) to communicate physical measurements and process parameters, such as
pressure, speed, temperature or machine status [62]. Alternatively, the control layer consists of
proprietary and vendor-specific protocols used to update their logic, modify code,
or install updates. Additionally, each PLC within the OT domain implements its own
proprietary IEC-61131 standard protocol [62]. Since these implementations are rarely
documented, it is difficult to monitor crucial activities fully and prevent intruders from causing
process failure or physical damage to the industrial facility.
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3.1.2 Design Challenges
The incremental convergence of IT technologies with OT makes the ICS control component more
and more linked to other networks. Industrial facilities have never practiced the fusion of two
distinct technologies in the past, raising ICS security concerns from inherited IT vulnerabilities,
including:
•

Deterministic Requirement and Constant Availability: Every ICS, in most cases, is timesensitive and requires deterministic responses to accommodate long delays and daily jitters.
ICSs have no tolerance to system failure because infrastructure services are vital to the
community and country. Therefore, the maintenance of ICS must be carefully planned, and
new security solutions are to be thoroughly tested before implementation to ensure availability
as well as integrity.

•

Safety and High Reliability: Critical infrastructure facilities integrating ICS link the virtual
world to the physical one. Therefore, malicious attacks can lead to personal injuries, damage
properties, and ultimately cause system failure with declined customer services. ICS must be
designed to be fault-tolerant, with regular testing to identify and eliminate malicious attacks.
Therefore, when constructing an ICS, vulnerabilities of ICS must be exploited with an upgrade
of hardware and software elements to prevent defective measures.

•

Resource Constraints: Manny CPS devices in the ICS domain are task-specific and designed
to handle hardware and software functions in a time-critical manner [28]. Nevertheless, the
ability of these methods to check the identity or legitimacy of certain traffic packets is
insufficient as current infrastructure facilities do not feel that there is a need to invest resources
in carrying out such security measures. This could potentially lead to some major security
concerns regarding critical infrastructure facilities and their ability to operate efficiently and
ensure their integrity.
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3.2 Detection and Identification of Cyber Attacks
In this section, we propose a survey of related work conducted on each intrusion detection system.
IDS that are specific to ICS has been a vigorous focus recently, and there present some studies in
the field [10] [17]. IDSs can be categorized as signature-based and learning-based techniques.
Signature-based approaches use databases and fixed signatures to detect known attacks, rendering
them inefficient in detecting unknown or new attacks [63]. On the other hand, learning-based
systems aim to identify process trends or behaviors that increase the efficiency to manage
unexpected intrusions [64]. [65] proposed a hybrid signature-based IDS based on common-path
mining method to detect abnormal power system events. A cyber-attack detection technique based
on the correlation between two Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) parameters using the Pearson
correlation coefficient was used in [66]. Authors in [67] utilized an IDS based on the Gaussian
process to the attack strategy for anomaly detection. While these approaches are effective in
detecting unusual activates, they are not reliable due to frequent upgrades in the network, resulting
in different IDS topologies.
In contrast, learning-based IDS are designed based on a moving target to continually evolve
and learn new vulnerabilities [41] [68] . These IDS take advantage of the existing data to generate
normal behavior state of the ICS environment, then identify abnormalities that are irregular with
the generated states. The authors of [69] proposed an anomaly detection technique based on
reinforcement learning for ICS, using K-means and convolutional autoencoder methods. A study
presented by [70] addressed Denial of Service (DoS) attacks based on Support Vector Machine
(SVM) and RF. [71] suggested an unsupervised technique for the effective detection of privacy
attacks based on observations of eavesdropping attacks. [72] uses a variety of DNN methods,
including different variants of convolutional and recurrent networks for cyber-attack detection in
water treatment facilities. [73] proposed a multi-level anomaly detection method for ICS using
Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) networks. The authors of [74] proposed an attack detection
techniques based on Hierarchical Neuron Architecture based Neural Network (HNA-NN).
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Similarly, [75] proposed a deep learning-based IDS by making use of recurrent neural networks
(RNN-IDS).
Since the focus of this research is on detecting and identifying anomalies using learningbased solutions, this section will only provide a brief overview of the signature-based intrusion
detection approaches.
•

Signature-Based Approaches: Signature-based approaches use databases and fixed
signatures to detect known attacks, rendering them inefficient in detecting unknown or new
attacks [63]. [73] develops a base-line signature database for general ICS packages, which is
then used for package content level anomaly detection. They inspected their proposed approach
using a SCADA gas pipeline imbalanced dataset, which shows better performance than the
current state of the art techniques. However, a standard supervised machine learning classifier
can outperform this technique. Alternatively, [76] proposed a model that integrates both
signature and anomaly-based approaches of IDS to reduce obtained alerts and detect new
cyber-attacks. False alarm, accuracy, and detect attack rates were the parameters used to
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed hybrid IDS. They tested their proposed method using
Knowledge Discovery Data Mining (KDD) CUP 99 dataset and Waikato Environment for
Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) program.

•

Learning-Based Approaches: The authors of [77] claim that standard learning-based
approaches are more efficient, easier to handle, and more robust than conventional security
measures such as firewalls. Also, [77] utilized various machine learning algorithms, including
decision tree induction, multilayer perceptron, and nearest neighbor classifiers to identify
malicious patterns and assess the security of power systems. The observed findings of [77]
suggest that ML techniques are better for presenting important safety details for different
physical problems and realistic contexts. [65] proposed a hybrid network-based technique on
common-path mining method to detect abnormal power system events from PMU data, relays,
and energy management system (EMS) logs. The proposed approach is only a prototype and
was implemented and validated to automatically and accurately learn patterns for scenarios from a
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fusion of Synchrophasor measurement data, and power system audit logs [65]. Results of the
proposed network-based method promise to effectively classify disturbances, normal control
operations, and cyber-attacks for the distance protection scheme of a two-line three-bus power
transmission system. [78] proposes a deep-learning network intrusion detection framework for
SCADA networks in order to protect ICS against both traditional and SCADA-specific network
attacks. Instead of depending on hand-crafted features for individual network packets or flows,
their proposed technique utilizes a Convolution Neural Network (CNN) to classify SCADA
traffic's salient temporal patterns and define time windows where network attacks happen [78].
They also develop a retraining scheme for managing previously unseen network attack instances,
allowing SCADA system operators to expand the proposed NN with traces of site-specific network
attacks. Their observations, using practical SCADA traffic datasets, indicate that the proposed
network-based IDS approach is well suited for network intrusion detection in SCADA systems,
maintaining a high detection accuracy and having the ability to deal with newly emerging threats
[78]. The authors of [79] present six various types of ML techniques related to IDS to detect

anomalies in SCADA systems. Such techniques involve Naive Bayes, Random Forest (RF),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Non-Nested Generalized Exemplars (NNge), OneR, and J48.
The data used to process these algorithms is obtained from a gas pipeline system in Mississippi
State University’s Critical Infrastructure Protection Center [79]. Attack traffic is generated
from

data

and

command

injection

attacks

and

simulated

to test the reliability of each algorithm. The performance of each ML techniques is evaluated.
Results from data injection attacks show that NNge, and random forest scored the highest
score. Nevertheless, all the models show stable and nearly similar performance from command
injection attacks. [79] states that this is directly related to the simplicity of the command
injection attacks. [80] defines a unique domain-aware anomaly detection model to
detect abnormalities in Modbus / TCP SCADA control register values. The authors use an
automatic classifier to detect the presence of three register classes, including sensor, counter,
and constant registers, with additional behavior models developed for each class. The system
detected deviations to the model during the enforcement phase. The anomaly detection system
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was tested using 131 h of traffic data from a SCADA production system. Also, During the
enforcement phase, the proposed classifier had a true positive rate of 93% with a false alarm
rate of 0.86% for the correctly classified registers. To detect deviations in the normal behavior
of ICS systems, [81] utilizes a combination of two NN algorithms to analyze network traffic.
A testbed that links a PLC system to a control PC is designed to simulate attacks using forensic
software such as Nmap, Metasploit, Nessus, and others. IP-addresses, packet frequency
protocols, average window size, number of flag codes, and average data length are the
attributes used to identify possible outliers. A detection of cyber-attacks in water distribution
systems using machine learning techniques is presented by [57]. The authors propose a basic
one-class classification method called the truncated Mahalanobis in which the classifier is
defined by the hypersphere enclosing of the training samples in the feature space [57]. The
experiments are carried out on an existing dataset from France's water distribution network,
and the proposed solution is compared to several other well-known one-class solutions. Future
remarks consider extending this approach to an online algorithm for real-world applications
since the proposed method showed fast processing of samples (over 250 samples per second)
[57]. A study presented by [70] addressed Denial of Service (DoS) attacks based on Support
Vector Machine (SVM) and RF. [71] suggested an unsupervised technique for the effective
detection of privacy attacks based on observations of eavesdropping attacks. [72] uses a variety
of DNN methods, including different variants of convolutional and recurrent networks for
cyber-attack detection in water treatment facilities. [73] proposed a multi-level anomaly
detection method for ICS using Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) networks. The authors of
[74] proposed an attack detection techniques based on Hierarchical Neuron Architecture based
Neural Network (HNA-NN). Similarly, [75] proposed a deep learning-based IDS by making
use of recurrent neural networks (RNN-IDS).
In this section, we review existing learning-based intrusion detection methods suitable for each
attack category presented in the background section, since these methods can constantly evolve
around new discovered vulnerabilities.
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•

Integrity Attacks: [79] proposes several command and data injection algorithms that monitor
gas pipeline systems, including Nearest Neighbor (NNge), Random Forest (RF), J48 (Decision
Tree), OneR and Support Vector Machine (SVM), with NNge and RF performing the best,
giving 0.75 or higher recall/precision results. [79] used a dataset that contains a collection of
labeled RTU telemetry protocols from a gas pipeline critical infrastructure protection center at
Mississippi State University. Attack traffic is generated from a collection of command and data
injection attacks, including seven data injection attacks were implemented to alter pipeline
pressure values, and four command injection attacks to modify commands regulating the gas
pipeline system [79]. However, the proposed method is considered state-of-the-practice and
not ready to be deployed in ICS. The authors of [71] propose an alternative design using an
open-source PLC, which has been changed to encrypt all data it sends over the network,
regardless of the protocols used. A machine learning based IPS has been added to the PLC
network stack, which provides a security mechanism against network flood attacks such as
DoS. Experimental results suggested that the encryption layer and IPS improved the security
connection between the PLC and the supervisory software, eliminating interception injection
and DoS attacks [71]. [82] proposes an optimization model to describe the actions of one form of
FDI attack that jeopardizes the number of state measurements in the power system for electricity
theft. Through using the IEEE 118-bus test system, they demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed
strategy by a simulation model that evaluates the salable range of their detection mechanism using
the IEEE 300-bus test system. They also apply false data injection attacks to alter the ICS data
integrity and provided a comparison using SVM and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) techniques.

•

Availability Attacks: Besides performing integrity attacks, [79] has also used SVM and Deep
Belief Network (DBN) detection techniques to build an ICS hybrid IDS using an NSL-KDD
dataset that consists of integrity and DoS attacks. Also, [71] carried out DoS attacks as a part
of their dataset to train their IDS.

•

Authentication Attacks: [71] has also mentioned that their proposed anomaly-based method
is robust against man-in-the-middle (MIM) intrusions and tested their dataset using k-nearest
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neighbors (KNN) techniques on a custom conveyor belt network. [83] suggests a machine
learning approach based on the Bregman convergence of KNN algorithms to construct a model of
normal behavior. MIM attacks were carried out against the system and its behavior during the
attack was compared with the normal model. Results indicate that this approach has been able to
detect these attacks with enough precision.

•

Confidentiality Attacks: [84] has also implemented various ML algorithms to address issues
of privacy through reconnaissance attacks. Additionally, [71] suggested an unsupervised
training technique for the effective detection of privacy attacks based on observations of
eavesdropping attacks. [37] conducts reconnaissance attacks using SVM techniques and a
simulated testbed on MATLAB to control the chemical processes of Tennessee Eastman (TE)
chemical company. They have also studied the effects of command injection attacks on certain
controller to manipulate the reactor pressure setpoints.

•

Authorization Attacks: The authors of [17] proposed an unauthorized intrusion detection
technique and conducted backdoor attacks on a SCADA IIoT testbed. Future directions of this
method focus on utilizing joint designs of multiple algorithms to achieve better performance.
While many researchers have utilized ML techniques to detect anomalies in ICS, their

proposed algorithms lack either universal process model expressions or include parameters that
are difficult to obtain in actual field systems. ICS vulnerabilities arise from various flaws,
including old inherited hardware and software designs, unforeseen consequences, incomplete
configurations, or inadequate network management. While the security concerns of ICS have
already been considered in the IT community, narrow work has been piloted to build security
solutions that are specific to ICS and Operation Technology (OT) environments. Due to the
differences between the nature and characteristics of IT and OT systems, these attacks mostly
remain invisible to the traditional IT security measures such as Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
and anti-viruses. Also, the communication protocols used by ICS are not adequately secured by
traditional IDS. Therefore, strong security mechanisms are required to be designed explicitly for
OT and ICS to defend such attacks and to protect the critical infrastructures. Moreover, most of
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the proposed techniques are only evaluated using balanced datasets, which lack the standard
representation of the imbalanced data in the ICS environment. Thus, it is hard to deploy such
algorithms since they cannot extract various discriminative information from real-world
imbalanced datasets.

3.3 Summary
This chapter provides a literature related work performed by other researchers who proposed
anomaly detection techniques for industrial control systems. The first part of the chapter identifies
existing cyber risks against industrial control systems. The second part of this chapter investigates
the detection and identification methods proposed by others in literature. Finally, this chapter
presents a summary of vulnerabilities to current ICS security solutions.
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4. Proposed Frameworks
4.1 Contribution 1: Ensemble Deep Learning-based Cyber-Attack Detection
Algorithm for Imbalanced ICS Datasets
To overcome some of the issues associate with existing approaches, in this section, we propose a
generalized deep learning model that works with the raw imbalanced datasets. The proposed model
generates a new balanced representation from the raw dataset and feeds it to an ensemble deep
learning model for classification. The deep learning model consists of multiple unsupervised SAE
that learns new representations from imbalanced datasets. The SAE attack detection model utilizes
multiple Autoencoders (AE) to extract a new representation from unlabeled data to obtain different
patterns. Then, new representations from each SAE are passed to a DNN via super vector and
concatenated using a fusion activation vector. Finally, a DT is used, as a binary classifier, to detect
attacks from the newly merged representations. The schematic of the proposed model is depicted
in figure 5.

Figure 5: Overview model of stacked autoencoder algorithm
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4.1.1 The Proposed Ensemble Deep Representation Learning Model
Most existing approaches proposed in literature neglect the fact that real ICS is highly imbalanced
(the number of attack samples are a lot less than the number of normal samples). This will result
in low f-measure, which reflect the low performance of these models in an imbalanced
environment like ICS, thereby makes them impractical for real-world use cases.
Once a model is directly trained with a highly imbalanced dataset, the new malicious data
are likely to be misclassified. To address this problem, we propose an ensemble deep
representation-learning model based on SAE to enhance the overall performance of the model.
This is done through extracting an equal balanced set and passing it to multiple AE to generate
new representations. The input sample 𝑥𝑖 in a sample set 𝑋 corresponding to the hidden layer is
represented in the following equation:
ℎ𝑖 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 ) = 𝜎(𝑊1 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏1 )

(14)

where 𝑊 and 𝑏 represent the weight matrix of neurons and bias vector of all neurons between the
input and hidden layers, respectively [43]. 𝜎 is a function of the hidden layer that is used after
beginning the training process by updating the next input layer to construct a set of stacked multilayer AEs. Although using an ensemble model has increased the computation efficiency by a little,
it was evident that utilizing multiple AE would lead to much better f-measure scores.
To enhance the performance of each AE, a dropout layer is added to enhance the
generalization of our model by reducing the reliance of the output on a specific set of parameters.
Also, the number of nodes and layers was selected through cross-validation of various networks
with critical analysis of loss history and validation accuracy. Binary Cross-Entropy (BCE) is used
as the cost function, represented by:

1

𝐽 = − 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖 . log(𝑝(𝑦𝑖 )) + (1 − 𝑦𝑖 ). log (1 − 𝑝(𝑦𝑖 ))
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(15)

where 𝑦1 and 𝑦2 represent attack and normal samples, respectively. 𝑁 is the total number of
samples, and 𝑝(𝑦) represents the likelihood of finding attack samples. BCE was used over Mean
Squared Error (MSE) to prevent neuron weight changes in the hidden layer of the AE from getting
smaller and smaller, thereby stalling out the system.
4.1.2 The Proposed Ensemble Deep Learning Attack Detection Model
Once the new representations are generated form the imbalanced dataset, they are fed to an
ensemble of DNN classifiers to detect normal from abnormal behaviors. The results from each
DNN is then concatenated, via super vector using a fusion activation function, and passed on to a
DT classifier to detect attacks from the newly merged representations. A DT classifier was selected
based on multiple tests using different machine learning classifiers, with DT providing the best
performance results. The fusion activation function of the sigmoid layer is represented by the
following equation:
𝐿1 = ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖 log(𝑡𝑖 ) . 𝑤𝑠 + (1 − 𝑦𝑖 ) log(1 − 𝑡𝑖 ) . 𝑤𝑙

(16)

where 𝐿1 is the fusion activation function of the sigmoid layer, 𝑦𝑖 is the label of 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ sample,
and 𝑡𝑖 is the prediction of the 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ sample. 𝑤𝑠 and 𝑤𝑙 are weights of unstable and stable samples,
respectively. 𝑤𝑠 is set larger than 𝑤𝑙 to improve the detection of unstable samples, and 𝑤𝑙 is always
set to 1 as a benchmark to mine unstable patterns effectively [85].
The AEs were tested in a for-loop, using a different number of layers, neurons, batch sizes,
activation functions, epochs, and dropout layers, to achieve better accuracy and f-measure. Both
SAE and DNN use Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function to achieve best performance
measures, represented by:
𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑈(𝑥) = max(0, 𝑥)

(17)

where 𝑥 is your observation. A summary of the proposed attack detection algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: The proposed attack detection model
Data: Input all datasets including Normal and Attack samples
#Training Phase:
Split the dataset into Training (80%) and Testing (20%) sets
𝑥−𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑥))
Normalized the data: 𝑧 =
max(𝑥)−min (𝑥)

Separate the samples based on their labels to Normal and Attack sets
#Training the SAE model by extracting four balanced sets:
for number of epochs do
for number of batches in balanced set i do
Train the autoencoder: min ℒ (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥̂𝑖 )
end
end
Pass the balanced set to four SAEs to create new representations
#Training anomaly detection model:
for number of attack types do
for number of epochs do
for number of batches in balanced set j do
Train the autoencoder: min ℒ (𝑦𝑗 , 𝑦̂𝑗 )
end
end
end
#Fusion Layer:
Pass the new representation from each SAE to a DNN attack detection model
Pass the DNN attack detection model new representation to a super vector
# Training the DNN ensemble detection model:
for number of attack types do
for number of epochs do
for number of batches in balanced set do
Train the DNN models: min ℒ (𝑦𝑘 , 𝑦̂𝑘 )
end
end
end
#Testing Phase:
Normalize the test sample
Pass all test sets through the SAEs
Pass all new representations from SAEs to DNN
Fuse the output of the DNN into a super vector
Pass the super vector to DT
Output: Normal/Attack label
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4.2 Contribution 2: A Two-Stage Self-Tuning Cyber-Attacks Location
Identification Approach for Critical Infrastructure
In this section, we propose a two-stage self-tuning learning-based method which utilizes modelbased techniques, to identify the location of cyber-attacks in critical infrastructure facilities. The
proposed scalable Process Multi-layered Autoencoder (P-MAE) and Components Multi-layered
Autoencoder (C-MAE) models generates a new representation from process and component
(sensor/actuator) samples, respectively. The new representations are then passed to Process
Convolutional deep Neural Network (P-CDNN) and Components Convolutional deep Neural
Network (C-CDNN) models for multi-class classification. Finally, self-tuning Process (P-PCADT)
and Components (C-PCADT) decision tree models with principle components analysis techniques
are used to accurately locate cyber-attacks on processes and physical components, respectively. The
self-tuning factor is enhanced via principle component analysis techniques to enhance the location
identification process and performance of the CDNN classification models. The schematic of the
proposed scalable and self-tuning learning-based model is presented in figure 6.

Figure 6: Overview of scalable and self-tuning learning-based Model
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4.2.1 The Proposed P-MAE and C-MAE Deep Learning Models
Most existing approaches proposed in literature use graph analysis and node spatial distances to
locate a cyber-attack, thereby increasing the computation burden of the system. Thus, we develop
a scalable deep learning method that works with any SCADA system and uses multi-layered
autoencoders that are efficient with high and low dimensional datasets. When a localization model
is trained using graph or special techniques, new malicious data are likely to be misclassified, since
the model needs to be reconfigured. To address this problem, we propose the P-MAE and C-MAE
scalable models, shown in algorithm 2, to generate new representations from the attack samples.

Algorithm 2: Proposed P-MAE and C-MAE self-tuning models
Data: Input all Attack samples
Training Phase:
Split the dataset into Training (80%) and Testing (20%) sets
𝑥−𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑥))
Normalized the data: 𝑧 =
max(𝑥)−min (𝑥)

Separate the samples into P set processes
Separate each P process with its corresponding n physical component (sensors/actuators)
Training the PSAE and CSAE models
Feed each P set to the P-MAE model to generate new representations of data
Feed each n component to the C-MAE model to generate new representations of data
PSAE:
for number of epochs in P sets, do
for number of batches in a set, do
Train the multi-layered autoencoder: min ℒ (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥̂𝑖 )
Optimizer: Adam
end
end
CSAE:
for number of epochs in n components, do
for number of batches in a set, do
Train the multi-layered autoencoder: min ℒ (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥̂𝑖 )
Optimizer: Adam
end
end
Testing Phase:
- Normalize the test sample
- Pass P test sets through the P-MAE
- Pass n components through the C-MAE
Output: new representation sets for process and component attack samples
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The Multi-layered Autoencoders (MAE) are used to enhance the overall performance of the
model, where an input sample 𝑥𝑖 in a sample set 𝑋 is represented by the following equation:
ℎ𝑖 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 ) = 𝜎(𝑆1 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑧1 )

(18)

where S & z denote to the weight matrix and bias vector of neurons between the input and hidden
layers, respectively [86]. 𝜎 is a function of the encoder’s hidden layer used for updating the next
input layer and to construct a set of stacked multi-layer autoencoders.
Utilizing multiple MAE models may increase the computational efficiency by a little, but in
return would lead to much better f-measure and accuracy scores. To enhance the performance of
the P-MAE and C-MAE models, a dropout layer is added to enhance the generalization of our
model through reducing the reliance of the output on a specific set of parameters. Finally, Binary
Cross-Entropy (BCE) is used as the cost function for each AE to provide a critical analysis of loss
history and validation accuracy. BCE was chosen over Mean Squared Error (MSE) to prevent
neuron weights, located in the hidden layer, from getting smaller and smaller, thus stalling out the
system.
4.2.2 The Proposed P-CDNN, C-CDNN, P-PCADT and C-PCADT Location Identification
Methods
Once the new representations are generated form the P-MAE and C-MAE models, they are fed to
P-CDNN and C-CDNN classifiers, illustrated in algorithm 3, to classify the attacked processes and
components, respectively. Both P-CDNN and C-CDNN utilize BCE cost function as well as
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function to achieve best performance measures,
represented by:

𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑈(𝑥) = max(0, 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 )
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(19)

where 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 are the process and component samples in an attack set, respectively. Results
from the PDNN and CDNN are then passed on to a P-PCADT and C-PCADT multi-class
classifiers to enhance the localization identification, respectively. A DT classifier was selected
based on multiple tests using different machine learning classifiers, with DT providing the best
performance results. PCA techniques were utilized to reduce high dimensional data vectors and
produce efficient results with low use of system resources. The pseudocode for the proposed PPCADT and C-PCADT models is given in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 3: Proposed P-CDNN and C-CDNN convolutional deep learning models
Data: Input new representation sets (process and component) Attack samples
Training Phase:
𝑥−𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑥))
Normalized the data: 𝑧 =
max(𝑥)−min (𝑥)

PDNN:
for number of epochs in P sets, do
The new representations sets are then used to train a CDNN model for process attack localization
identification
Training the P-CDNN localization model:
Train the CDNN model, with the new representation sets
for number of estimators do
Train the CDNN model on P sets
Optimizer: Adam
end
end
CDNN:
for number of epochs in n components, do
The new representations sets are then used to train a DNN model for components attack localization
identification
Training the C-CDNN localization model:
Train the CDNN model, with the new representation sets
for number of estimators do
Train the CDNN model on n components
Optimizer: Adam
end
end
Testing Phase:
- Feed the new representations from the P-MAE and C-MAE to a P-CDNN and C-CDNN models,
respectively, for attack localization classification
Output: Classification results from the P-CDNN and C-CDNN models
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Algorithm 4: Proposed PDT and CDT location classification models
Data: Classification results from the PDNN and CDNN models
Training Phase:
𝑥−𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑥))
Normalized the data: 𝑧 =
max(𝑥)−min (𝑥)

Separate the classification results into P process with its corresponding n physical
component (sensors/actuators)
Pass the process and component samples to a DT models to improve the location
identification process
Training the DT model:
PDT:
for number of estimators in P do
Train DT classifier on new PDNN representation
end
CDT:
for number of estimators in n do
Train DT classifier on new CDNN representation
end
Testing Phase:
- Pass new representations from the PDNN & CDNN model to a PDT &
CDT models, respectively to improve the multiclass localization process
Output: Exact location of attacked processes and physical components

4.3 Summary
This chapter describes and explains the proposed structures used to complete each contribution.
The chapter discusses the ensemble deep learning-based model for attack detection of imbalanced
ICS datasets to complete the first contribution. It then discusses the self-tuning and scalable deep
learning and classification models to identify the location of cyber-attacks in small and large-scale
industrial facilities.
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5. Methodology
This chapter discusses the methodology behind each contribution and how they are met. The
contributions of this thesis comprise of a deep representation learning model to construct new
balanced representations of the imbalanced dataset, an ensemble deep learning attack detection
algorithm that leverages DNN and DT classifiers to detect cyber-attacks from the new
representations. The second contribution provides a two-stage self-tuning deep learning and
classification models to identify the location of cyber-attacks in small and large-scale industrial
facilities. The experimental steps for this research can be described in five steps:
1. Literature Analysis: This research provides a review of academic literature relevant to the
security of ICS s in the past decade, as outlined in chapter 3. It starts by demonstrating the evolution
of security threats against ICS, then delves into state-of-the-art cyber-attack detection and
identification methods. Finally, it identifies some of the research gaps and vulnerabilities to current
ICS solutions and in this field of literature
2. Proposed Initial Framework: After analyzing the literature, an initial framework for attack
detection is proposed. This framework utilizes simple AEs to create a new representation of the
imbalanced dataset, thereby increasing the attack detection accuracy and robustness (f-score) in
imbalanced environments.
3. Data Collection: Two different ICS datasets were initially used to evaluate the performance of
the proposed framework against random ICS models. One is obtained from a gas pipeline system
and the other from a water treatment facility. To improve and upgrade the final framework,
additional ICS datasets were selected, including one from a water distribution facility and the other
from an electric power intelligent control system to aid in identifying the location of cyber-attacks.
4. Developing Initial Framework: In this step, the initial proposed framework which utilized a
simple AE is modified to a deep learning-based model tested and evaluated using the data
collected. Then, an ensemble deep learning algorithm based on DNN and DT classifiers is
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generated to increase the detection accuracy and reduce false-positive rates. Analysis of these
results has inspired a novel attack detection technique.
5. Final Framework: Analyzing the results of the initial framework concludes that while it is an
effective means of increasing robustness (f-score) of classifiers, identifying the attack location
without compromising the industrial process remains very difficult. As such, we developed selftuning and scalable deep learning and classification models to dramatically locate cyber-attacks,
decrease the downtime once a cyber-attack is detected, and avoid cascading damages to the
equipment.

5.1 Data Preparation
In an ideal world, using real SCADA datasets for testing is considered to generate a robust model.
However, due to the restrictions and privacy of such datasets, this study resorted to real ICS and
SCADA datasets obtained from a gas pipeline system and a water treatment facility, in 2015 and
2018, respectively. In this section, we provide a detailed overview of the datasets used to evaluate
the performance of each contribution. The following datasets were used for the first contribution
1:
•

Gas Pipeline (GP): This dataset is obtained from a gas pipeline system and contains a Modbus
validation frame of a preprocessed dataset in an Attribute-Relation File Format (ARFF) to help
researchers use specialized preprocessing techniques. It also has a deep packet inspection of
the Modbus frame with each line representing one network transaction. The dataset contains 6
features with a total of 274628 observations split into 219702 (%80) normal samples and 54925
(%20) attack samples to make it an imbalanced dataset [87].

•

Secure Water Treatment (SWaT): This dataset, known by SWaT, is obtained from a secure
water treatment facility and consists of 11 days’ worth of continuous operation, in which 7
days were collected under normal operation and 4 days with attack scenarios. The dataset
contains a total of 52 features, collected from network traffic ports, sensors and actuators, with
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a total of 944919 observations split into 755935 (%80) normal samples and 188983 (%20)
attack samples to make it an imbalanced dataset [88].
The second contribution involved datasets from similar industrial facilities with attack
samples only to aid in identifying the location of a cyber-attack. The following are datasets used
in the second contribution:
•

Gas Pipeline (GP) - The authors of this dataset have performed several cyber-attacks,
including response and command injection, code injection, DoS and reconnaissance attacks.
The dataset contains 17 features with a total of 60,049 observations split into 48,039 (80%)
samples for training and 12,009 (20%) for testing [87].

•

Secure Water Treatment (SWaT) - The authors of this dataset have performed several cyberattacks, including Single Stage Single Point (SSSP), Single Stage Multi Point (SSMP), Multi
Stage Single Point (MSSP) and finally Multi Stage Multi Point (MSMP) attacks [89]. SWaT
contains a total of 51 features, gathered from network traffic ports, sensors, and actuators, with
a total of 109,244 observations split into 87,395 (80%) samples for training and 21,848 (20%)
for testing [88].

5.2 Proposed Method
Two main experiments were carried out to achieve the goals of each contribution. The details of
each experiment are outlined in the following:
•

Experiment 1: Ensemble Deep Learning-based Cyber-Attack Detection Algorithm for
Imbalanced ICS Datasets

The first experiment proposes a generalized ensemble deep learning method for cyber-attack
detection in ICS, which is evaluated on different real ICS datasets. The proposed deep learning
model consists of multiple unsupervised SAE that learns new representations from imbalanced
datasets. Then, new representations from each SAE are passed to a Deep Neural Network (DNN)
via super vector and concatenated using a fusion activation vector. Finally, a Decision Tree (DT) is
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used, as a binary classifier, to detect attacks from the newly merged representations. The following
are the main contributions of the first experiment:
1. Developing a deep representation learning model to construct new balanced representations.
The new representations increased the attack detection accuracy and robustness (f-score) in
imbalanced environment.
2. Increasing the detection accuracy and reducing the false positive rate by developing an
ensemble deep learning algorithm based on DNN and DT classifiers to detect cyber-attacks
from the new representations.
3. Developing a generalized model that can be used in different critical infrastructure facilities
with minimum changes in the existing system. The proposed framework uses self-learning
methods which can be easily trained to detect cyber-attack in new ICS environment.
•

Experiment 2: A Two-Stage Self-Tuning Cyber-Attacks Location Identification
Approach for Critical Infrastructure

In solving vulnerabilities of current IDS, for the second experiment, we design a learning-based
two-stage cyber-attacks location identification approach, combing the advantages of data-based
and learning-based techniques, to identify the location of cyber-attacks in critical infrastructure
SCADA systems. We first develop a process (PMAE) and physical components (CMAE) deep
learning models to construct new representations using Multi-layered Autoencoders (MAE). The
MAE models increase the location detection accuracy and robustness (f-score) in large-scale
environments with many processes and physical components. Then, we enhance the identification
localization accuracy and reduce the false positive rates by utilizing learning-based models
consisting of process and physical components Convolutional Deep Neural Networks (CDNN)
and Decision Tree classifiers with Principle Component Analysis (PCADT), to identify the cyberattack location of processes and physical components. Results of our experiments indicate that our
proposed learning-based approach outperforms existing techniques with better performance. The
proposed method’s key contributions can be described as follows:
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• Design self-tuning PMAE and CMAE models to construct new representations from largescale SCADA environments, with complex datasets, and enhance the location identification
robustness (f-score).
• Increase the localization identification accuracy of cyber-attacks and reduce the false
positive rate through P-CDNN and C-CDNN models for processes and components of
SCADA systems, respectively.
• Develop a self-tuning P-PCADT and C-PCADT models, for all processes and physical
components, in various critical infrastructure SCADA systems with minimal changes in
existing models to improve the location classification in new environments.

5.3 Evaluation Metrics
K-fold cross-validation is used to test the proposed model. This technique involves splitting the
dataset randomly into k folds of roughly the same size. During the testing phase, the first fold is
kept for testing, and the model is trained on the rest k-folds. The process is repeated K times, where
different folds of data points are used for validation each time. As such, k-times Mean Square Error
(MSE) can be estimated by taking the MSEs average over K folds using the following equation:
1

𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 2𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑥 𝑖 − 𝑟 𝑖 )

(20)

where 𝑥 is your observations, 𝑖 is the number of observations collected, and 𝑟 is the reconstruction
output of the instance. Additionally, several performance evaluation metrics were used to evaluate
the proposed algorithm [2], including:
•

True Positive (TP): samples correctly predicted positive values.

•

False Positive (FP): samples incorrectly predicted as positive values.

•

True Negative (TN): samples correctly predicted negative values.

•

False Negative (FN): samples incorrectly predicted as negative values.
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We utilized multiple evaluation metrics from the above to evaluate the performance of our
method as well as different machine learning algorithms [2]. These measures include:
•

Accuracy: Ratio of samples classified correctly over the entire dataset.
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
•

(21)

Precision: Ratio of correctly predicted positive samples over the total of correctly predicted
positive values.
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

•

𝑇𝑃

(22)

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃

Recall: Ratio of correctly predicted positive samples over the total samples of the
corresponding class
𝑇𝑃

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
•

(23)

F1 Score: Weighted average of precision and recall.
2×𝑇𝑃

𝐹 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 2×𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁+𝐹𝑃 =

2×𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛×𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

(24)

Since f1-score is considered one of the best performance measures for imbalanced datasets, it was
applied to our classifier for accurate evaluation.
Other metrics are also used to ensure adequate performance. The first is the Geometric Mean
(GM) score, which is calculated based on the specificity and sensitivity. The second is the Jaccard
score or the Jaccard similarity index, which is a statistical measure of similarity between two sets
of data. The third is the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC), which is a measure of the
correlation between the true and predicted values. These evaluation metrics are used as additional
metrics to confirm the performance of models beyond the binary measures of accuracy and F1score. Using such statistical and correlative methods can demonstrate the confidence of a classifier,
and not just whether it was successful. The metrics are calculated as follows:
𝐺𝑀 = √Sensitivity ∙ Specificity
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(25)

|𝐴∩𝐵|

|𝐴∩𝐵|

𝐽(𝐴, 𝐵) = |𝐴∪𝐵| = |𝐴|+|𝐵|−|𝐴∩𝐵|
𝑀𝐶𝐶 =

𝑇𝑝 ×𝑇𝑛 −𝐹𝑝 ×𝐹𝑛
√(𝑇𝑝 +𝐹𝑝 )(𝑇𝑝 +𝐹𝑛 )(𝑇𝑛 +𝐹𝑝 )(𝑇𝑛 +𝐹𝑛 )

(26)
(27)

where 𝑇𝑝 and 𝑇𝑛 are true positives and true negatives respectively, and 𝐹𝑝 and 𝐹𝑛 are false positives
and false negatives, respectively.

5.4 Localization Methods
To identify the location of a cyber-attack in SCADA systems, we used datasets that provide an
overview of the system model architecture, its processes, and components. Detailed information
on both GP and SWaT SCADA models are illustrated in figures 7 and 8, respectively.

Figure 7: Overview of the Gas Pipeline System and HMI
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Legends:
• P1: Raw water supply
and storage station.
• P2: Chemical dosing
station.
• P3: Ultra-filtration
station.
• P4: Dichlorination
station.
• P5: Reverse osmosis
station.
• P6: RO permeate
transfer, UF backwash.

Figure 8: Outline of SWaT System and its Six-Stage Processes
As demonstrated, the models provide a thorough outline of the attacked processes and
components as well as their tag name locations. We utilize these details to aid us in identifying
the type and location of cyber-attacks in these systems. Additional information on the generated
attack types and tag name locations performed on both GP and SWaT datasets are given in tables
I and II, respectively. The information is used to validate our proposed scalable and self-tuning
learning-based models and their efficiency towards accurately locating cyber-attacks.
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Table I: Cyber-Attacks Featured in The GP Dataset
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Attack
Components
Set Point
Valve

Pressure
Valve

PID

Pump
Solenoid
Logger

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

RTU

Attack Types
Changes the pressure set point outside and inside of the range of normal operation.
Randomly changes the system mode.
Sends back a high set point then a low setpoint which changes “fast”
Sends back a high setpoint then a low setpoint which changes “slow”
Sends back pressure readings which create trends on the pressure reading’s graph.
Sends back a negative pressure reading from the slave.
Randomly increases/decreases pressure reading by a random slope
Random pressure measurements are sent to the master.
Changes the gain outside and inside of the range of normal operation.
Changes the reset rate outside and inside of the range of normal operation.
Changes the rate outside and inside of the range of normal operation.
PID Deadband Attacks
Changes the cycle time outside and inside of the range of normal operation.
Randomly changes the state of the pump.
Randomly changes the state of the solenoid.
Sends Modbus packets with incorrect CRC values. This can cause denial of service.
Places the system in a Critical Condition. This condition is not included in normal
activity.
Scans for possible functions that are being used on the system. The data about the
device is not recorded but is performed as if it were being recorded.
Cleans registers in the slave device.
Scan for all possible devices controlled by the master.
Forces the slave to only listen.
Restart communication on the device.
Read ID of slave device. The data about the device is not recorded but is performed as if
it were being recorded.
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Table II: Cyber-Attacks Featured in The Swat Dataset
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Process/
Station

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

Multi-Stage
Attack Points
(P6 included)

Attack
Components
MV-101
P-102
LIT-101
MV-101, LIT-101
LIT-101
P-101
LIT-101
P-101; P-102
P-203, P-205
P-201, P-203, P-205
AIT-202
LIT-301
DPIT-301
P-302
LIT-301
LIT-301
MV-304
Mv-303
LIT-301
MV-303
FIT-401
FIT-401
LIT-401
LIT-401, P-401
FIT-401
MV-504
AIT-504
AIT-504
P-501, FIT-502
P-602, DIT-301, MV-302
UV-401, AIT-502, P-501
P-101, LIT-301
P-302, LIT-401
LIT-101, P-101, MV-201
AIT-402, AIT-502
FIT-401, AIT-502

Attack Types
Open MV-101
Turn on P-102
Increase by 1 mm every second
Keep MV-101 on continuously; Value of LIT-101 set as 700 mm
Set LIT-101 to above H
Turn P-101 off
Set LIT-101 to less than LL
Turn P-101 off; Keep P-102 off
Turn of P-203 and P-205
Turn on P-201; Turn on P-203; Turn on P-205
Set value of AIT-202 as 6
Water level increased above HH
Set value of DPIT as >40kpa
Close P-302
decrease value by 0.5 mm per second
Set LIT-301 to above HH
Close MV-304
Do not let MV-303 open
Decrease water level by 1mm each second
Do not let MV-303 open
Set value of FIT-401 as 0 with input above 1
Set value of FIT-401 as <0.7
Set LIT-401 to less than L
Set value of LIT-401 as 1000; P402 is kept on
Set value of FIT-401 as 0 in normal ranges
Open MV-504
Set value of AIT-504 to 16 µS/cm
Set value of AIT-504 to 255 µS/cm
Close P-501; Set value of FIT-502 to 1.29 at 11:18:36
Value of DPIT-301 set to >0.4 bar; Keep MV-302 open; Keep P-602 closed
Stop UV-401; Value of AIT502 set as 150; Force P-501 to remain on
P-101 is turned on continuously; Set value of LIT-301 as 801 mm
Keep P-302 on continuously; Value of LIT401 set as 600 mm till 1:26:01
Turn P-101 on continuously; Turn MV-101 on continuously; Set value of LIT-101
as 700 mm; P-102 started itself because LIT301 level became low
Set value of AIT402 as 260; Set value of AIT502 to 260
Set value of FIT-401 as 0.5; Set value of AIT-502 as 140 mV

5.5 Summary
In this chapter, the methods behind each contribution is presented. It starts by looking at general
steps to complete each contribution. Then, an outline of various ICS datasets used for data
preparation is discussed, followed by an in-depth analysis of how each contribution is
accomplished, along with its corresponding techniques. Finally, the evaluation metrics used to
evaluate each contribution are presented and described.
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6. Simulated Results and Discussion
6.1 Experiment 1: Ensemble Deep Learning-based Cyber-Attack Detection
Algorithm for Imbalanced ICS Datasets
6.1.1 General Performance Analysis
In this section, the performance of the proposed method is evaluated using two different ICS
datasets gathered from a gas pipeline system and a water treatment facility. Results were compared
with DNN, RF, DT and Adaboost base classifiers along with a couple of other proposed methods
in the literature. Table III and IV provide a summary of performance evaluation metrics results,
including accuracy, precision, recall, and f-measurements. As illustrated, the results of the
proposed method, in both datasets, outperform existing techniques in all four metrics, and most
importantly on f-measure, which is highlight important in imbalanced environment.

Table III: Detection Performance Comparison on The Gas Pipeline Dataset
Method

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Proposed SAE⁕

95.86

0.9463

0.9372

0.9383

CAE [69]

86.15

0.8806

0.8612

0.8358

SVM [70]

92.50

0.7820

0.9360

0.8520

LSTM [73]

92.00

0.9400

0.7800

0.8500

NB [90]

90.36

0.8195

0.7692

0.8595

DT

85.94

0.9159

0.6808

0.7239

DNN

84.05

0.8994

0.6389

0.6709

RF

83.81

0.9142

0.6298

0.6591

Adaboost

83.04

0.9105

0.6124

0.6345
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Table IV: Detection Performance Comparison on The Swat Dataset
Method

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

99.67

0.99621

0.99618

0.99619

SVM [91]

-

0.9250

0.6990

0.7960

RNN [91]

-

0.9360

0.6920

0.7960

ID CNN [72]

-

0.9680

0.7910

0.8710

TABOR [92]

94.99

0.8620

0.7880

0.8230

AE [93]

-

0.8900

0.8030

0.8440

AE Frequency [93]

-

0.9240

0.8270

0.8730

DNN

96.24

0.9644

0.9493

0.9562

DT

90.01

0.9114

0.8588

0.8785

RF

91.77

0.9458

0.8725

0.8983

Adaboost

91.66

0.9291

0.8801

0.8991

Proposed SAE⁕

6.1.2 Imbalanced Testing
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed method under different imbalanced condition, we have
tested the model for different imbalanced ratio. Imbalance ratio of 0.1 means 10% attack and %90
normal samples and the same way imbalanced ratio of 1 means %50 attack and %50 normal
samples. As shown in figure 9-12, results of the proposed method exceed other techniques with a
flat curve in all metrics. This verify the robustness of the proposed method as its performance is
not affected by different imbalanced ratio. Although other methods have acceptable accuracy, the
recall and precision are significantly lower than that of the proposed method. However, our
proposed method, maintains consistent results in all four metrics.
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Figure 9: Accuracy under different imbalance ratio for gas pipeline dataset

Figure 10: Precision under different imbalance ratio for gas pipeline dataset
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Figure 11: Recall under different imbalance ratio for gas pipeline dataset

Figure 12: F1-score under different imbalance ratio for gas pipeline dataset
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For further analysis, the proposed model is evaluated on a larger ICS data collected from a
water treatment facility. Since the model is generalized for different ICS environment, the
proposed model is tested without any modification on the model structure or parameters. As
illustrated in figure 13-16, the proposed method outperforms the existing techniques in all four
metrics. Better performance compared to the first case study is since there are more samples for
training in the SWaT dataset than in the Gas pipeline dataset.

Figure 13: Accuracy under different imbalance ratio for SWaT dataset
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Figure 14: Precision under different imbalance ratio for SWaT dataset

Figure 15: Recall under different imbalance ratio for SWaT dataset
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Figure 16: F1-score under different imbalance ratio for SWaT dataset

6.2 Experiment 2: A Two-Stage Self-Tuning Cyber-Attacks Location
Identification Approach for Critical Infrastructure
The proposed scalable convolutional deep learning model is tested and compared with several
other base classifiers. The weighted average score of accuracy, f1-score and MCC on the GP and
SWaT systems are recorded in table V. The base classifiers used for comparison are Deep Neural
Network (DNN), Random Forest (RF), Gradient Boost (GB) and Adaboost (ADA). As illustrate,
the proposed models show superior performance among all evaluation metrics when compared to
the aforementioned base classifiers, with at least 10% and 15% higher in accuracy and f1-score,
respectively. Furthermore, the proposed models’ superior performance is consistent on both
systems, which demonstrates scalability and generalization of this method to be incorporated in
current large-scale SCADA systems. To ensure adequate localization of cyber-attacks on largescale systems, we looked specifically at each process and physical component through analyzing
the confusion and classification matrixes and improve the
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Table V: Summary of Performance Results on The GP And Swat Datasets
Dataset

Method

GP

Proposed*
DNN
ADA
GB
RF

Proposed*

DNN

SWaT

ADA

GB

RF

Location
(Process/
Component)

Component

Processes
Multi-S
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
Processes
Multi-S
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
Processes
Multi-S
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
Processes
Multi-S
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
Processes
Multi-S
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
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Acc

F1

MCC

0.9259
0.6975
0.7097
0.8402
0.6527
0.9990
0.9927
0.9948
0.9999
0.9927
0.9900
0.9901
0.9378
0.3106
0.4356
0.8125
0.0353
0.3525
0.3135
0.8419
0.6203
0.6953
0.8125
0.9038
0.8100
0.7426
0.8890
0.7463
0.3791
0.5078
0.8785
0.8050
0.8515
0.7898
0.5098
0.5969
0.8125
0.9038
0.5875
0.5710

0.9396
0.6201
0.6435
0.8209
0.5546
0.9990
0.9927
0.9945
0.9999
0.9918
0.9899
0.9900
0.8530
0.1449
0.1363
0.6147
0.0528
0.2101
0.1953
0.3129
0.5131
0.4186
0.5882
0.1614
0.7426
0.6674
0.8463
0.7203
0.1204
0.2245
0.2030
0.6262
0.8015
0.2342
0.2052
0.2792
0.6147
0.1614
0.3141
0.3872

0.9055
0.6259
0.6468
0.8058
0.5789
0.9975
0.9910
0.9936
0.9999
0.9707
0.9870
0.9867
0.8519
0.2120
0.2982
0.7186
0.0824
0.3249
0.1481
0.6279
0.5902
0.6586
0.7303
0.6199
0.7827
0.7195
0.7140
0.7152
0.1748
0.3520
0.3066
0.7629
0.8064
0.4444
0.4220
0.5039
0.7186
0.6199
0.5215
0.5240

Figure 17: Confusion Matrix for Components in the GP System

Figure 18: Classification Matrix for Components in the GP System
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Figure 19: Confusion Matrix for Processes in the SWaT System

Figure 20: Classification Matrix for Processes in the SWaT System
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Figure 21: Confusion Matrix for MSMP attacked components in the SWaT System

Figure 22: Classification Matrix for MSMP attacked components in the SWaT System
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Figure 23: Confusion Matrix for Process 1 components in the SWaT System

Figure 24: Classification Matrix for Process 1 components in the SWaT System
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Figure 25: Confusion Matrix for Process 2 components in the SWaT System

Figure 26: Classification Matrix for Process 2 components in the SWaT System
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Figure 27: Confusion Matrix for Process 3 components in the SWaT System

Figure 28: Classification Matrix for Process 3 components in the SWaT System
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Figure 29: Confusion Matrix for Process 4 components in the SWaT System

Figure 30: Classification Matrix for Process 4 components in the SWaT System
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Figure 31: Confusion Matrix for Process 5 components in the SWaT System

Figure 32: Classification Matrix for Process 5 components in the SWaT System
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models’ performance in each parameter accordingly. Figures 17,18 and figures 19 and 20 include
the confusion and classification matrixes for the GP system’s components and Swat system’s
processes, respectively.
As mentioned earlier and illustrated in table II, multiple components in the SWaT dataset
were attacked at once to simulate MSMP cyber-attacks. Figures 21 and 22 include the confusion
and classification matrixes for these physical components. The confusion and classification
matrixes for the SWaT process/section’s components are demonstrated in figures 23 – 30, with
their performance scores in table V. As illustrated, the proposed model demonstrates high results
on all metrics with adequate classification of both positive and negative samples. This consistent
performance is persistent with each physical component in the process. This verifies the robustness
of the proposed method as its performance is not affected when multiple locations are being
attacked. Upon analyzing the confusion and classification matrixes of the physical components in
Table VI: 10-Fold Cross-Validation Results on The GP And Swat Datasets
Location
Dataset

Method

(Process/
Components)

GP (G)

F1

MCC

(Avg)

(Avg)

(Avg)

C-PCADT

Comp

0.9260

0.9261

0.9056

P-PCADT

Processes

0.9973

0.9973

0.9934

Multi-S-Comp

0.9979

0.9979

0.9974

S1-Comp

0.9937

0.9936

0.9923

S2-Comp

0.9999

0.9999

0.9999

S3-Comp

0.9993

0.9993

0.9971

S4-Comp

0.9950

0.9950

0.9935

S5-Comp

0.9868

0.9857

0.9822

SWaT
(S)

Acc

C-PCADT
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Figure 33: 10-Fold Cross Validation Accuracy Results on the GP and SWaT Datasets

Figure 34: 10-Fold Cross Validation F1-score Results on the GP and SWaT Datasets
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SCADA systems, testing and protection methods can be improved for each component
individually, thereby reducing the computational cost of upgrading the system. Finally, better
performance in the SWaT models could be attributed to the fact that there are more features and
samples for training in the SWaT dataset than what exists in the GP dataset. Moreover, the GP
dataset contains many “NA” samples, affecting the overall performance of the model.
To further evaluate the accuracy and f1-score of the P-PCADT and C-PCADT models
against smaller datasets, we used 10-fold cross validation technique to validate different folds of
datapoints each time. The average results for accuracy, f1-score and MCC using 10-fold cross
validation is illustrated in table VI. While the processing time is increased as the procedure is
repeated 10 times, each data point is tested exactly once, eliminating bias in using similar data
points during the validation process. The accuracy and f1-score results for each fold are plotted in
figure 33 and 34, respectively. As illustrated, the P-PCADT and C-PCADT models work well with
limited data samples, and their performance remain stable. This verifies the models’ robustness
and reliability against smaller datasets.

6.3 Summary
This chapter addresses the evaluation results for each contribution. The performance of the
proposed method, in the first contribution, is evaluated using two ICS datasets obtained from
different critical infrastructure facilities. Our proposed generalized models outperformed multiple
peer approaches in the current literature as well as traditional classifiers, with %10 higher f1-score,
accuracy, recall and precision. Aside from attack detection in ICS, the second contribution aims to
identify the attack location to prevent processing downtime and computational efficiency once an
attack is detected. The proposed scalable and self-tuning models performed well with 10-fold
cross-validation against traditional classifiers and across multiple datasets from different SCADA
systems, with %10 higher in f1-score, accuracy and MCC.
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7. Conclusion
Critical infrastructures are complex cyber and physical systems that structure the lifeline of modern
society, and their reliable and secure operations are essential to national security. In this paper, we
proposed a generalized ensemble deep learning-based cyber-attack detection method, in our first
contribution, specifically designed for ICS.

The proposed technique includes a deep

representation-learning model, which constructs new balanced representations from the raw
imbalanced dataset. The new representations are then used in an ensemble deep learning algorithm
based on DNN and DT classifiers to detect cyber-attacks. The performance of the proposed model
is verified using two different ICS datasets obtained from real critical infrastructure facilities. Our
proposed approach outperformed conventional classifiers with %10 higher f1-score in both
datasets evaluated and produced higher accuracy, with %95.86 for the Gas Pipeline dataset and
%99.67 for the Secure Water Treatment dataset. Results were compared with traditional classifiers,
such as RF, DNN, and ADA, along with multiple peer proposed approaches in the current literature.
The proposed approach outperformed other techniques in all four-evaluation metrics.
Furthermore, we developed a process (P-MAE) and physical components (C-MAE) deep
learning models, for our second contribution, to construct new representations using Multi-layered
Autoencoders (MAE). The MAE models increase location detection accuracy and robustness (fscore) in large-scale environments with many processes and physical components. Then, we
enhance the identification localization accuracy and reduce the false-positive rates by utilizing
learning-based models, consisting of process and physical components Convolutional Deep Neural
Networks (CDNN) and Decision Tree classifiers with Principle Component Analysis (PCADT),
to identify the cyber-attack location of processes and physical components. The proposed P-MAE,
C-MAE, P-CDNN, C-CDNN, P-PCADT, and C-CPCADT models are tested on two SCADA
systems from gas pipeline and water treatment facilities. The aforementioned results demonstrate
higher performance of the proposed method when compared to conventionally used classifiers,
including DNN, GB, Adaboost, and RF. Our proposed approach outperformed conventional
classifiers with %10 higher accuracy and f1-score results. Since the water treatment system is
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much larger than the GP one, our generalized model is scalable to large-scale models and can be
used in different infrastructure facilities with minimum changes in existing models. Furthermore,
the accuracy and f1-score for the process and component models were evaluated using 10-fold
cross validation to test each data point exactly once thereby eliminating bias in using similar data
points during the validation process.

7.1 Future Remarks
Although our first contribution performed better than existing techniques, there is room for
improvement when dealing with few samples, as illustrated in the GP dataset. Additionally,
identifying the attack type is very important to prevent processing downtime and computation
efficiency once an attack is detected. Therefore, our future work will focus on optimizing the f1score of the proposed models and develop additional strategies to identify different attack types.
This will avoid critical system failure and improve the network security of ICS against
similar cyber-attacks. While identifying the type and location of cyber-attacks is very important,
minimizing the downtime will reduce the computational efficiency of our model. Thus, our future
work, for our second contribution, will focus on optimizing the proposed models to predict and
identify the attack’s locations, before it happens to avoid process failure and improve the overall
network security of SCADA systems.
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